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Learning Arabic and Qur’an  

  

 

Algerian Arabic transcript: 

  

... ,,, آ"�... ذ >�; &$ :897 أ1�7 أ1� و ا6ه5، &"%$ آ"� ! �ر أ1� ,,, وش آ"� 01/(و .- ,,, وه(ان &"%$ آ"� ! �ر؟ :ع
&- آ�ن 6"0ي، ا; أC?@AD . J@6 اA9(>%8 و ا9<(,ن 0H 0/ I@6ي ا; /(D .5?F�E%1أ1� C?@AD اAB1 ,,, 8%<)A9@?7 ا9<(,ن 

 -"?@A/ 5 >0ا?F)/ ;0ي اH 0ا< ،C/0< ,,, Kو $%"L C@D E9�< 0Fن 6"0ي و�آ ،)% ! C"ن 6"0ي آ�ا9<(,ن&- آ. 
,,, ... س و ,,, هOUا C?@AD أ1� اA9(>%8و 7Lرة ا9"�" >(ب ا9"�س :R أ76ذ"و" :R ه7 ا; أ0F"ا7P9ر هE/O اN9 %(ة، 

و آ�ن ا09ا]R ,,, آ�V ... ,,, C1�PZ<اB1 RY?9�ع /7A"N .%5 ا9اVW9�1-، ,>� آ�ن /"/0� R>A1 ,,, ... 0F79 ,,,رCF ,,, أ1� 
.U�ن آ�/$ و0Fل اZ">9 آR W .%5 ا7VN9رة و . ,,, و اVP9�Z%< و آ@^ B1�ع &A?(ة، &A(&8 >@?7اش$ B1�ع اVP9�ط و

>0/"� هOUا و . و آ- /c- و0F اP9%0 /<(/"� اA9(>%8، /<(1� اY9(وف و آ%7VBU1 a اA9(>%8 و آ@^. اV`9�ش%( و آ@^
< ,,, �"/0J@6ن .- 6?(ي ا; أ�8... آP?[ Kو $%"L 8A<ر .  
  

 
English translation: 

 
A: What did I use to do in Oran when I was little? When I was little, I (I seek refuge in 
Allah from the word “I”) learned the Arabic language from learning the Qur’an and I 
learned the Qur’an from my grandfather (may Allah be merciful to him). I don’t 
remember how old I was, but I believe very little—I would say I was around three years 
or so—my grandfather (may Allah be merciful to him) started to teach me the Qur’an. He 
started to teach me the short chapters like: “Say: He is Allah, the One!”1 And “Say: I seek 
refuge in the Lord of mankind,”2 which is the An-Nas (Mankind) chapter. And this is 
how I learned Arabic. I remember that my father used to take me to a little shop where 
they made shoes and that was filled inside with equipment to make shoes—shoes and 
other things. But there was a corner that had a black-board and chalk, and there was a 
man who taught us Arabic. He taught us the alphabet, how to write Arabic, and things 
like that. When I started, I believe that I was about four or five years old. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
1 This is the first verse of Al-Ikhlas (Sincerity) chapter of the Qur’an and it is chapter 112.   
2 This is the first verse of An-Nas (Mankind) chapter of the Qur’an and it is chapter 114.  
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